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otni mih gninrut latrop stnerap sih edisni spets eh nehw ynnad fo htaed eht gniees .Tutuf dna tneserp ,tsap eht gngnah emit fo sellppip eht was krowv htnehp erfk the plot) Language: English Words: 62,362 Chapters: 7/? Kudos: 43 Bookmarks: 12 Hits: 1116 RE-POSTED from Fanfiction.netA few months after PP, Danny visits Clockwork's tower at the
latter's request. Little does he know that Clockwork has a very special gift for him on behalf of the Ghost Elders as thanks for his actions in saving the world multiple times, his very own realm in the Ghost Zone! And this new realm might just be the key that Danny needs to make peace with his many ghostly enemies. Language: English Words: 41,822
Chapters: 11/56 Kudos: 77 Bookmarks: 30 Hits: 2674 Takes place double cross my heart. Sam and Gregor are together & Danny doesn't trust Gregor. Is it jealousy or something bigger. With Danny gut telling him not to trust him. The friend ship between the three is broken. Advice from unlikely source's & learning that even ghost teenagers are still
teenagers. Danny sees Ember in a new fiery way while Vlad gets Danny as son well sort of. Ember gains a double life.(Gregor name will be change which will be a surprise later on at the end of the story.) Language: English Words: 257,900 Chapters: 35/35 Kudos: 57 Bookmarks: 15 Hits: 3029 Danny is given the chance to go on vacation by himself to
get away from the menace known as reporters. While on vacation he runs into not only his little clone, but a certain rock diva who had planned a world concert tour. Joining together, the three travel the world and take it by storm. Language: English Words: 79,239 Chapters: 34/? Kudos: 214 Bookmarks: 65 Hits: 11234 When Phantom comes to ruin
her show, Ember McLain decides to make sure he won't be a problem for her or anyone else anymore. Language: English Words: 7,056 Chapters: 4/? Kudos: 18 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 595 Looking to conquer the world? Looking to do so for under the low-price tag of twenty dollars? Look no further and quickly purchase this limited time only collector's
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coming out of this. Language: English words: 1.527 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 159 Bookmarks: 23 Hits: 948 AU: Adrian Takeuchi had lost his father, Rokudo/Rocky by the hand of the boy who has it b Of a monster breed called Vangakyo and after Sir Vathek V, a knight who was also a Krimgire, save his life, Adrian must now embark on a journey to become
the next king of Krimgire as Kamen Rider Crimzone, but he and his little friend of bat, I am not Danny Phantom will help them too. Rated M for content and language. He'll contain horror, sex and so on. Language: English: 76.687 Chapters: 4/? Kudos: 3 hits: The last career move of 198 Lance Thunder didn't go so well. There's a lot of late-night talk
shows, what exactly does a former watherman take to the table? How about some special guest stars? Language: English words: 4.958 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 101 Bookmarks: 26 hits: 867 Sidefic to Fire and Ice, following the group chat just ember! Language: English: 8.227 Chapters: 8/? Kudos: 211 Bookmarks: 33 Hits: 4727 Ember once thought he
wanted the world to scream his name. He just wanted someone to remember her. Part 4 of Three Notes Language: English words: 8.392 Chapters: 3/8 Collections: 1 Kudos: 85 Bookmarks: 13 hits: 1166 After meeting a discouraged brace during a routine patrol, Danny proposes a truce - will help with her Troubles If he'll help with his. As this leads to
benevolent abductions, demolishing buildings and arms that greet an axe, they couldn't tell you. Now with a TVtropes page! Take a look and give a violin! Language: English: 154.556 Chapters: 26/? Collections: 1 kudos: 662 bookmark: 186 HITS: 32614 Clockwork never asks much. Not this time. A UAE where Clockworks adopts Danny and everyone
knows if not him. Language: English: 3.197 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 242 bookmarks:Hits: 3122 #2masters's Sonby Hope44.6k1.8k30no plans whatsoever. If you like Danny Phantom, you are in the right place. Please vote. Thanks for clicking on my book. I do not have Danny Phantom or none of his chara ... + 21 more republished by Fanfiction.neta a few
months after pp, Danny visit the clockwork tower on the latter. He does not know that the clock has a very special gift for him on behalf of the elderly ghost as thanks for him in saving the world more times, the kingdom of him himself in the ghost area! And this new kingdom could only be the key that Danny needs to make peace with the many
spectral enemies of him. Language: English words: 41,822 Chapters: 11/56 Kudos: 77 Bookmark: 30 shots: 2674 Danny slips while they are trying to get out of the way on the roofs of Gotham. One of the small birds of the bats launches to hit him while the part 1 of Babypop in Gotham Language is already already: English Words: 188 Chapters: 1/1
Kudos: 58 bookmarks: 1 shots: 1073 Danny is given the possibility of going in Holiday from himself to get away from the threat known as journalists. While on vacation he comes across not only in his small clone, but a certain rocky diva who had planned a world concert tour. Joining you together, the three travel in the world and take it by assault.
Language: English words: 79,239 Chapters: 34/? Kudos: 214 bookmarks: 65 shots: 11234 EMBER MCLAIN does not speak with humans very outside the fans of him. Much less help them. But when he discovers that Danny Fenton, the lugubrious human side of Phantom, was in the dark about how to learn the guitar, he [reluctantly] decides to teach
him everything that he can. [[Inspired by Hazama_d20's FIC, Talent Night]] Language: English words: 8,846 Chapters: 4/? Kudos: 85 bookmarks: 20 shots: 949 had enough of Amity Park and the people around him, which includes Giwdanny Phantom has decided to leave Amity to Gotham City; Where he managed to find his remaining family as he
remembered. There, she would do it some people who help him on his journey; Some remaining hidden from GIW to prevent him from being experienced or possibly killed. He didn't know that there was a certain clone who entered his life and his secret will be much harder to hide. An unknown dream appeared in front of Dick, seeing his family before
he was murdered, but there is something wrong. He was sure that there were only three members in the Grayson family, there was a small, younger child than he smiled brilliantly. Something in that boy gives him the feeling of anxiety, worries and a sore heart that kept clinging his lungs. Oh, he didn't know, that baby in his dreams was his little
brother who was missing at the age of three years after the death of the Graysons. So, he decided to do his research and investigation on this strange guy who appears in his dream that made him feel heavy shoulders. Language: English: 13.138 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 119 bookmarks: 41 hits: 3487 Following the events of "Phantom Planet", the world
Danny Fenton/Phantom and Sam Manson have more depth than they would like to admit. It's as strange as some things remain the same, while others ... well, they say. 116.211 Chapters: 5/5 Kudos: 8 bookmarks: 2 hits: 903 Exactly what it says on the language of the lid: English words: 541 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 38 Bookmarks: 1 hits: 307 Making
Friends Friends With Johnny, Kitty and Ember. Sam and Tucker don't like it. Language: English: 5.151 Chapters: 3/? Collections: 1 Kudos: 233 Bookmarks: 42 HITS: 2724 Danny is the king and guardian of the Infinite Realms. Their power could drive less and their power - like every power - is good only in the hands of those who have never desired it.
Daniel James Fenton - orPHANTOM - He never wanted power, yet he is connected to the Realms. Amity Park, so it happens to be where the Realm intersect for this moment in time. Danny knows as soon as it happens. He knows when someone new is united to him kingdom of him, and he knows what it means to fight through the initial
transformation. He knows why, as much as he may not like the perspective, he is the king and custodian of infinite kingdoms. Language: English Words: 1.005 Chapters: 1/1 Collections: 1 Kudos: 151 bookmarks: 24 Hits: 745 â € œCosight ... do not know your obsession? Â € Ember seemed understandable confused. Maybe it's a bit strange. Danny
laughed. It was a small and deprecating laugh, but a laugh without. â € œI we thought it was that he turned out to be just a hero-complest and the off resolution of my desire to protect my family. "He looked at where Ember sat next to him on the roof of the Nasty Burger. â € œThis and you all invaded my haunt.â € Language: English Words: 5.529
Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 486 bookmarks: 89 shots: 3444 Sidefic to Fire and Ice, following the new EMBER'D group chat! Language: English Words: 8,227 Chapters: 8? Kudos: 211 bookmarks: 33 Tips: 4727 EMBER once thought he wanted the world to scream his name of him. He just wanted someone to remember her. Part 4 of three -note language
agreements: English Words: 8,392 Chapters: 3/8 Collections: 1 Kudos: 85 bookmarks: 13 Tips: 1166 After meeting an embossed embermer during a routine patrol, Danny offers a respite - helping with i Her problems if she helps her. Just like this leads to the benevolent kidnapping, to the demolition of buildings and to Ember who wins an ax around,
they cannot tell you. Now with a TVTropes page! Look and give him a violin! Language: English Words: 154,556 Chapters: 26/? Collections: 1 Kudos: 662 bookmarks: 186 Tips: 32614 EMBER MCLAIN has a gift to give to Danny and the child Neil. AND' Immediately, despite not even a hit. I'm done.Part 32 of ghost biology is the strange language:
English Words: 3,218 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 99 bookmarks: 3 Tips: 618 fought EMBER when it happened. To be honest, he was crossing the motions. Fourteen years later, he knew that Ember just wanted to leave the steam because he was fighting with Skulker. Danny could satisfy him. He dodged a blow easily when his Fenton headset came to life.
"Danny, you have to go home now!" Danny stopped where he was and held a hand to Ember. "Sam, what's wrong?" "Jackson disappeared! He, he turned to the dust and disappeared, as soon as he returned home!" Language: English Words: 765 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 112 bookmarks: 15 Hits: 600 The obsession of Danny Phantom can be "protection".
And Danny Fenton? After Technus causes a blackout throughout the city at night, Danny looks for the first time after the accident. Language: English Words: 8,433 Chapters: 5/5 Kudos: 255 bookmarks: 43 Tips: 1718 EMBER leaves the ghost area to have one night for herself, but misery loves her company, and sometimes you find company in strange
placesLanguage: English Words: 5,375 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 244 bookmarks: 41 Tips: 1478 is the birthday of Fenton, the fourteen year old is turning fifteen years, and so a truce is called. Not everyone gets that memo or respect it if they did it. Part 3 of three -note language agreements: English Words: 23.125 Chapters: 8/8 Kudos: 221 bookmarks: 28
Hits: 3469 Basically a collection of side scenes, alternate or deleted by "Phantom Rocker: World Tour". Language: English Words: 6,178 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 28 bookmarks: 8 suggestions: 831 was a simple flyer, more like a letter, really, printed on white paper with a dark green edge and dark green words. He read, people, ghost here. So if you don't
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